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The past year has seen an intensifying campaign to end all foreign investment in South Africa. To protest continuing foreign investment, many black South Africans have risked prosecution under laws like the Terrorism Act. Their message has been ignored by the US media.

It is an inconvenient message, challenging both corporate interests and the current “wisdom” of the US administration typified in Andrew Young’s thesis that “change can come through the market place.”

With such a policy in effect it is not in the Administration’s interests to publicize African opposition to US investment. Yet for over a year even its own Ambassador in South Africa, scarcely a man swayed easily by a handful of “hot-heads,” has been forced to admit that “among black youth and more militant groups as well as some businessmen, any foreign investment is viewed as propping up the South African economy and its social system.”

In March 1977, Ambassador Bowdler sent the State Department a long report analyzing in considerable depth black attitudes to US investment in South Africa. The report is cautious, and meticulously quotes all points of view. Yet in the final analysis the Ambassador is forced to conclude: “[I]t must be expected that the role of American firms here will become increasingly controversial and rationale for continued presence will seem less and less persuasive to growing numbers of blacks.”

The report, which was dispatched as a telegram, acknowledges growing African opposition to US investment. It has never been publicly released.

Southern Africa has received a copy of this important document from an undisclosed source. We believe it to be genuine and are therefore publishing it in full. It contains information crucial to the many Americans now struggling with the problem of what should be done about US investment in South Africa, information deliberately concealed by the Administration in order to protect a policy of continuing economic links with South Africa.

Subject: Black Attitudes Towards Foreign Investment

1. Summary. Foreign investment is not as urgent an issue for South African blacks as housing, influx control, the police, education and homeland politics, and it is a more complex and abstruse one to deal with. However, among more politically-oriented blacks, question is increasingly being weighed of whether foreign investment should be seen as an ally or obstacle in pursuing goal of a more democratic and non-racial society.

2. Some blacks, mostly older wage-earners, some businessmen and labor officials and most homeland leaders, regard foreign investment in any form as bound to have some beneficial spin-off for blacks in form of jobs and higher status. However, a greater number of blacks support foreign investment only on a qualified basis, to be evaluated primarily as to whether it will bring about specific and immediate change. They would reject projects in homelands and investments which tend to reinforce apartheid structure.

3. Among Black youth and more militant groups, as well as some businessmen, any foreign investment is viewed as propping up the South African economy and its social system. They argue that jobs provided are marginal compared to numbers suffering from apartheid.

4. US investment of $1.58 billion in SA is only 16 percent of total foreign investment but because of our free-world economic leadership, our influence on South Africa is presumed to be predominant, major US affiliates in SA are seen by their employees as acting basically like SA creations despite good intentions of US managers. With heightened expectations from new US administration, call for disinvestment can be expected to grow stronger and role of US firms increasingly questioned.

End Summary.

PRO-INVESTMENT ATTITUDES:

5. Advocates of a higher level of foreign investment can be found among older working blacks often supporting a
number of people on a thin economic margin with a healthy awareness of the difference between a weekly paypacket and the consequences of unemployment. Some black businessmen, mindful of their own interest in an expanding economy see foreign capital as helping to generate sales revenue. Some prominent figures in black trade unions like Lucy Mvebe, General Secretary of National Union of Clothing Workers, and most homeland leaders are strong investment proponents. Well-publicized efforts of Chief Sebe to attract prominent US firms to the Ciskei reveal his idea of what constitutes good politics in his homeland.

Black businessmen and well-situated blue-collar employees of US auto producers say they would be prepared to see foreign firms bow out.

6. Advocates of virtually unlimited infusions of foreign capital usually advance one of these factors:
   - Job creation, an argument strengthened by the current recession accompanied by severe black unemployment. They also point out that black opportunities to move up into more skilled positions and secure better wages and benefits expand in periods of economic growth.
   - Trickle-down effect, i.e. any improvement in SA economy benefits the lot even of black workers at the bottom; moreover with prosperity government may feel secure enough to relax apartheid system and permit black-white income gap to narrow.
   - Opening the system to outside influences which may set strong economic forces against incompatible political policies such as job reservation and influx control. Foreign firms are also supposed to take lead in bringing enlightened labor and wage practices, carrying both moral and economic weight.

QUALIFIED SUPPORT OF FOREIGN INVESTMENT
7. Those blacks who justify foreign investment per se probably form a much smaller group than those, usually the better educated and politically more sophisticated, who accept fact that foreign investment is needed, but who say it must come up to certain standards or else it is unwelcome. Supporters of this position feel that it contributes to goal of orderly change. It appears to be a less disruptive solution than a call for withdrawal of investment which would result not only in dire loss of jobs and income to blacks but ripple effect through whole economy bearing hardest on blacks.

8. Prime test of acceptability by this segment of black opinion is that foreign investment should bring about clear, specific and immediate change in the status of blacks. As opposed to more gradual, evolutionary benefits expected from unconditional supporters of investment. They believe foreign firms have more leverage with [SA government] over black working conditions than workers themselves. Foreign investors are expected to use their extra influence and economic power to step up promotion and training, to upgrade wage scales, to foster union activity and to desegregate facilities.

9. Qualified supporters of foreign capital would reject products or processes which seem to perpetuate or strengthen elements of state apparatus associated with their own subjugation, such as equipment for police, bantu administration officials and armed forces, plus activities in nuclear area. French sale of Koeberg nuclear power reactors is viewed negatively. SASOL II coal gasification plant which has a strategic rationale fits this category but leading role of Fluor in construction has been overlooked. Fact that SASOL will enable thousands of blacks to be trained and employed in skills hitherto closed to them underscores complexity of judging these matters.

10. Blacks advocating conditional acceptance of investment generally would rule out investment in homelands. A prominent black in newspaper industry recently called homeland investment "morally indefensible." Five or six US affiliates that have set up small operations in homeland growth areas have largely escaped attention.

11. A few blacks who would accept continued foreign investment in qualified form would also assert there should be a cutoff or strict limitation on new investment in SA. Although US loan capital is in fact more important at present time to SA economy, only most sophisticated critics seem conscious of this.

12. Position of Chief Minister Buthelezi of KwaZulu illustrates a duality of outlook on this subject. Whereas in earlier years he was an unabashed proponent of investment in SA including homelands. He has recently expressed doubt whether capitalism and free enterprise as practiced in Africa contributed towards relief of the black man's situation. Meanwhile, however, he actively supports investment in KwaZulu on a tri-partite basis with private white businessmen and government as partners explaining, "my people are unemployed. I cannot be calculating in spending the lives of the unemployed... I cannot be calculating in spending the lives..."
THE CASE FOR DISINVESTMENT

13. A stand for total disinvestment has been taken by the South African students organization (SASO) and the Black People’s Convention. It is also very popular among students and other young urban blacks. It has some support among black businessmen. One black businessman in Soweto said that as many as 50 percent of his colleagues share this attitude. While this claim can’t be confirmed, embassy has noted several black businessmen and others, including some fairly well situated blue-collar employees of US auto producers, who say they would be prepared to see foreign firms bow out.

14. Disinvestment proponents are aware of South Africa’s economic vulnerability. They share outlook of Prime Minister Vorster who in his 1977 New Year’s message declared that events in Angola, South West Africa, Rhodesia and the township violence within South Africa “combined to create uncertainty in the minds of investors and loan banks . . . These events harmed South Africa in no uncertain manner. If it were not for the basic soundness of our economy, it is difficult to foresee how we would have survived at all.”

15. The disinvestment rationale sees foreign investment as propping up South African economy and thus its social system, perpetuating apartheid in all its aspects. Foreign capital is viewed as an insurance policy for South Africa’s survival, protecting against meaningful international sanctions, despite repeated censure by international bodies. When white SA leaders boast over the West’s dependence on South Africa’s minerals, this confirms feeling of blacks that other countries pay only lip service to their plight and are in reality bending their actions to serve underlying economic and strategic interests.

16. Radicalized blacks, most often of young, urban sector, see foreign investors as deliberately blind to inequities of the South African social system and indeed prepared to profit by it through low wages and submissive labor force it offers. This anti-capitalist reasoning contends that even if foreign firms offer minor reforms, it is only to create comfortable black middle class which will perpetuate exploitation of African masses.

17. Disinvestment advocates have a ready answer to arguments that blacks would be the first to suffer if foreign firms withdrew. They maintain that black man in South Africa is already suffering and number who might lose their jobs is insignificant in terms of total black work force. They assert that acceptance of foreign capital on a conditional basis will perpetuate exploitation of African masses.

18. Those black businessmen who are opposed to foreign investment resent restrictions that confine them to small retail outlet in Soweto and forbid move to downtown Johannesburg where black incomes are spent. Although foreign capital is concentrated in industry and not in retail trade, black businessman is bitter at realization that any white entrepreneur, whether domestic or foreign, has freedom to compete that he does not enjoy.

ROLE OF AMERICAN INVESTMENT

19. American direct investment of $1.58 billion accounts for only 16 percent of direct foreign investment in South Africa and 2 percent of employment in this country. US investment is about the same as [Federal Republic of Germany] investment but much below that of Great Britain which is estimated at 50 percent of total. Japan prohibits direct investment in SA but licensing, assembly and component agreements make Japanese-branded products common.

20. Despite modest total, American direct investment is differentiated because of US leadership in the West, our predominant economic strength and influence and our professed belief in democracy and racial equality. Sense of expectation from US is reinforced by election of President Carter, whose inaugural statement declared that “We will not behave in foreign places as to violate our rules and standards at home.”

Workers complained of inadequate training, job job reservation, lack of union status, arbitrary promotions, abuse and job insecurity.

BLACK ATTITUDES TOWARD AMERICAN FIRMS

21. An embassy officer recently visited Port Elizabeth, a center of SA motor industry, where GM, Ford, Volkswagen and US tire firms are among most important employers. While conspicuous presence of foreign subsidiaries naturally tends to sharpen black attitudes, US affiliates feel they are doing a good job and are well respected in black community. However, confidential meetings with members of one workers’ liaison committee suggest otherwise.

22. Most of these workers complained of inadequate training, job reservation, lack of union status, arbitrary promotions, abuse by SA foremen and job insecurity (car production is currently about half of peak level and layoffs and short
time are common). Although a number of these elected representatives praised specific company policies such as an equal-pay-equal-work plan, free textbooks for their children and other benefits, most liaison committee members agreed that company acted basically like a South African creation despite best intentions of American management.

23. President and secretary of Port Elizabeth branch of National African Chamber of Commerce, both shopkeepers in New Brighton Township, said large US presence was almost irrelevant to them because 85 percent of wages earned by blacks were spent in white areas. Both thought US companies had been not using abundant leverage to immediately desegregate and institute fundamental reforms in their plants without fear of [government] reprisal. Likewise most members of neighboring colored township also felt that US firms were not doing enough. When one worker defended US firms, a heated argument ensued with her colored and black friends. Other community figures not employed by motor companies, also leaned toward withdrawal. Conceding that immediate consequence would be loss of US market share to foreign or local competitors, main point, they claimed, was one of morality. In words of a student activist, "just pull out and let us deal with the Japanese."

CONCLUSIONS

In recent past, foreign capital, in particular American capital, could defend its presence in SA by claiming it followed progressive employment practices that set a standard for others. In pre-Soweto period when most SA blacks could visualize only a gradual process of improvement in their status, this argument carried weight. Advent of black consciousness, especially among urbanized young and dissatisfaction with pace of events has brought a shift in attitudes. Measures which only relieve hardships like marginal raises, subsidized meals, school fee allowances, and personal loans are seen as panaceas which evade question of basic rights of workers. Moreover benevolence toward workers which may impress stockholders at home fails to get at issue of whether presence of foreign firms represents collusion with and effort to profit from apartheid.

Even if foreign firms once enjoyed image as more forward-looking employers, today domestic SA private sector, worried over instability and unrest and impatient with government inaction, has made start with black housing schemes, advanced training, union recognition and even electrification of Soweto. Foreign firms, especially auto industry, are suffering from recession and not disposed to assume leadership with respect to labor practices.

Fact that employees of US firms in Port Elizabeth seem disaffected raises question of whether, as polarization of SA society advances, even progressive-minded US executives can hope to achieve support among employees and in community, especially when separated from workers by a layer of white SA middle managers.

Our impression is that blacks who reflect on foreign investment as an issue are now roughly divided between those favoring disinvestment and those who would like to see it remain in instances where it contributes to black aspirations directly and in the near term. A smaller segment of black opinion continues to favor investment on any basis for the needed income it represents and because it is seen as contributing in an evolutionary way to improving status of blacks. Should be re-emphasized that number of blacks holding well-defined opinions on this subject is still small.

In pre-Soweto period when most South African blacks could visualize only a gradual process of improvement, American capital could defend its presence. Advent of black consciousness and dissatisfaction with pace of events, has brought a shift in attitudes.

Bowdler [US Ambassador to South Africa]
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